Introducing
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Summary

• A Full Release of EZChrom Elite

• Localized for Chinese and Japanese Markets

• Single Screen Walk-up Sample Run Queue

• Workstation Compliance Without a Domain

• New Agilent Drivers for 1120 LC 1100/1200 LC, 7890 GC, 6890 GC
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**Local Language Support**

- Simplified Chinese
- Kanji Japanese

- Single CD set Will Ship with All Three Languages

**Applies to**

- EZChrom Elite Client Server
- EZChrom Elite Workstation
- EZChrom Elite Compact
- EZChrom SI
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*Localization will include the following components*

- Base Software User Interface
- Agilent LC Drivers (1100, 1200)
- Agilent GC Drivers (6890 and 7890 GC)
- Installer
- Online help
- Installation guides and other documents shipped as part of the software.

*The following will not be localized*

- All instrument drivers not mentioned above
- Custom parameter DLLs and scripts included on CD image
- Rapid Control SDK
- Automation Toolbox SDK
- Quick Launch
- IQOQ Documents
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New more complete Agilent Drivers

Updated Drivers for:

• Agilent 7890 GC
• Agilent 1100/1200 LC
• Agilent 6890 GC
New Agilent Driver model

• Microsoft .Net Driver layer implemented
  • Allows quick development of single driver across Agilent platforms
  • Same quality control on every application
  • Allows Driver updates without application update
  • Faster response of drivers

7890 First of these, now 1200, coming rest of Agilent drivers
Updated 7890 Driver!!!!!
New 6890 Driver

More rugged
Full featured
New 1100/1200 Driver

More rugged
Full featured
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Single Screen Walk up Sample Entry

Easy to use sample setup

Simple overview of status of instruments and run queue
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Other Features

*Workstation Compliance without a Domain*

- Support for Local Windows PC User lists
- EZChrom User no longer required to be Local Administrator
- Full compliance possible when used with AFS
- Merger of Method and Sequence Custom Report Features
  - Common templates
  - Access to both Method and Sequence fields in the same template
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New Real Time Plot

- Real Time Plot with updated Agilent instrument drivers
  - View detector signal data without Preview Run
New Enterprise Migration tool

A new tool to easily migrate the Ezchrom Elite Enterprise

Create a parallel Enterprise path

Moves all configuration, project settings and audit trails to the new Enterprise

Can work in parallel with the old revision path as projects and instruments move over

60 day temporary license provided by Agilent to run both

No need to manually configure the new enterprise to match

Users, security permission and settings
Enterprise migration tool

No need to shut down lab and re-install software on all clients at once

No need to manually create project settings, users and instruments

Old Enterprise  Projects  Settings  Users  Instruments  New Enterprise

Data/Method Storage
Upgrade and migrate over time

Old Revision Enterprise

– Enterprise users and configuration
– Projects
  • 1
  • 2.....
– Instruments
  • 1
  • 2…
– Clients

New Revision Enterprise

– Enterprise users and configuration
– Projects
  • 1
  • 2.....
– Instruments
  • 1
  • 2….
– Clients

Each project and instrument can be moved with all settings and data, but as each project is moved over to the new enterprise, it is unavailable in the old system.
Calibration, Diagnostics and EMF

This functionality will be provided by the Lab Monitoring and Diagnostic software (LMD)

Calibration and Diagnostics
• Menu item in EZChrom Elite UI to launch LMD
• Features all functionality of current ChemStation PLUS more

EMF (Early Maintenance Feedback)
• Monitors levels of consumables
• Notifications built into LC Dashboard
• Threshold setting done in LMD

Basic Version included with shipments of LC Hardware and EZChrom Elite
Lab Monitoring Features

Scheduling (Advanced)

Resource Monitors – Alerts & Notification

Chromatographic Attributes (Advanced)

Lab at a Glance
Support/Diagnostic Features

GC Calculators

Version 2.01 – Feb 08

Inlet Leak and Restriction Detector Checkout Tests

Firmware and PID (CE) Updates

Documentation Search

Instrument Documentation
New Integration tools

New easy to use tool to adjust RT of all peaks at once
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Compatibility

- Windows XP (SP2)
- Windows 2003 Server (SP2)
- LC and GC Drivers Require Microsoft .NET 3.0

- Microsoft Vista
  - This will be the platform validated on Windows Vista shortly following release
    - Windows Vista SP1 (clients, Ezservers)

When?
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**AIC Compatibility**

- Ezchrom 3.3.1 is compatible with all AIC’s

- New Agilent Drivers (RC.net) require Rev B or newer AIC’s

- Rev A
  - continue running AIC with current Drivers

- For newer drivers upgrade to new AIC (trade-in available) or use Ezserver (normal PC)
Questions